Appendix №1
Countries and persons, where there are grounds to create an elite club and / or a group of
informational influence through the line of "Russia Today"

Romania
Ion Iliescu - former leader of the Social Democratic Party, former President of Romania, now one of
the gray eminences of the largest opposition pro-American regime Basescu Social Democratic Party.
Adrian Nastase - former Prime Minister of Romania. Head of Fund Development Diplomacy.
Titulescu. A member of the Social Democratic Party, the person put forward to the big politics of the
current Prime Minister Victor Ponta.
Dan Zamfirescu - historian, theologian, ideology, one of the main ideologists natsionaldisticheskih
Ceausescu era.
Ilie Bedesku - Director of the Institute of Sociology of the Romanian Academy of Sciences. The largest
and most prestigious Romanian geopolitics.
Momcilo Lyubirich - Rector of the University. Dimitrie Cantemir (Bucharest)
Douro Tompa - Rector of University. Peter Andrew (Iasi)
Diana Campan - a spokesman for the University of Alba Iulia (Transylvania)
Calin Mihayesku - head of Romania Eurasian Movement, a political scientist, head of the publishing
house «Eurasiatica».
Ion Gurgen - head of the publishing house «Predania» (literature Conservative, Orthodox literature).
Victor Roncea, journalist, head of news and analytical portal http://www.ziaristionline.ro/ (on some
issues may take an uncomfortable position, not filorus).
Razvan Mihai Marica and Somanesku - heads of the news portal www.activenews.ro
Vasile Erna - Editor analytical portal www.criticatac.ro (anti-globalization, the left ideology site)
Ion Valentin Istrati: the priest, the regional radio and TV journalist trinitas.ro in Romanian Moldova
and Bucovina, the editor of the portal http://www.doxologia.ro/autor/pr-ioan-valentin-istrati
George Bar - journalist portal «Ziarul Natiunea» http://www.ziarulnatiunea.ro/
Vasile Similyanu - geopolitics, editor analytical publication "Geopolitics"
Aurelian Angel - sociologist, holds conservative positions;
Marius Vekarelu - scientist, teacher of the National School of Political Science and Public
Administration (Bucharest);
Ion Leather - professor, linguist, writer and publicist. Eurosceptic, anti-American.
Dan Purik - actor and director of theater and cinema, popular conservative Orthodox writer.
O. Mihai Andrei Aldeia - Orthodox priest, the anti-globalization conservative. Chapter "Cultural obrazovatelnoy assotsiitsii them St. Dimitri Hesychast. "
Mircea Dogaru - a retired colonel, head of the "Trade Union of retired military."
Ovidiu Hurduzeu - Romanian-American writer, social critic, ideologist distributivizma (alternative
economic concepts). Critic of the US leadership and Romania. Social conservative in his views.
Bogdan Stanciu - antiabortnoy head of the association "Provita."
Radu Bogdan Herzog - political scientist, analyst, a regular contributor to the Romanian page "Voice
of Russia"

Poland
Roman Giertych, head of the party "League of Polish Families." Moderate conservative opponent to
Russophobia.
Portals http://www.konserwatyzm.pl/ (news and analytical portal of Polish conservatives).
http://xportal.pl - News and Analysis Portal, trientirovan on nationalist youth audiences (has a more
pro-Russian, radical position).
Leszek Sykulsky, head of the Institute of Geopolitics in Chehonstove. In favor of multilateralism and
Eurasian orientation Poland. Known contemporary Polish geopolitics.
Mateusz Piskorski, director of the European Center for Geopolitical Analysis, a former deputy of the
Diet.
Przemyslaw Serazdan, secretary of the Polish geopolitical society, lecturer University of Gdansk,
areas of specialization - geopolitics, relations between Poland and Russia.
Ronald Lasetski - political scientist, geopolitics, journalist.
Jaroslav Tomasevic - Polish nonconformist philosopher and political scientist, critic of contemporary
world order and the bourgeois world order, the author of the concept of "ethnopluralism" and works
on the history and ideology of the Polish anarchist.
Turkey
Suleyman Demirel - former Prime Minister of Turkey
Gen. Kilinc Tundzher - the former head of the General Staff of Turkey
Semih Koray Ph.D., Deputy. Chairman of the Workers' Party of Turkey, Professor, Doctor of
Philosophy. Adheres Eurasian views criticizes NATO,
) the US, Erdogan regime.
Yunus Soner - the head of the Latin American Department of the International Bureau of the Working
Party.
Mehmet Perincek - Istanbul University Researcher and writer.
Serkan Kosh - journalist

Hungary
Viktor Orban, Prime Minister and his entourage
Gábor Vona head of the party "Jobbik - For a Better Hungary!" -.
Bela Kovacs - MEP from Jobbik.
Lashley Siposh - Secretary General of the Foundation ITE
Argentina
Alberto Buela - known Argentine philosopher and politician, founder of the South American school
meta-Minister of Social Policy in the government Perron (President of Argentina from 1946 to 1955
and from 1973 to 1974). Who is the president of the Center for Strategic Studies in Latin America, is
one of the main representatives of geopolitical thought the whole continent.
Diego Fernando Velasquez - Center Equilibrio Global
Carlos Alberto Pereira Mele - Doctor of Political Sciences, a government expert.

France
Aymeric Chauprade - writer, political scientist, professor and associate professor of geopolitics at
universities and military academies in France, Switzerland, Morocco and Tunise. Shout of the most
famous experts on geopolitics in France today. Author of several fundamental works on geopolitics
and geo-history. In favor of a strategic alliance in Europe and Russia for an effective policy of US
unipolar world.
Alain de Benoist, philosopher, intellectual, writer (magazine "Crisis", "Elements", "Nouvelle Ecole"),
one of the most influential philosophers, founder of the New Right in the 60s of the twentieth
century.
Jean-Claude Misha - sociology, philosophy, geopolitics;
Serge Latouche - sociologist, writer, philosopher, geopolitics
Croatia
Jure Vuich - Croatian geopolitics employee of the Croatian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Political
scientist, philosopher, head of the department of political science and geopolitics of the State
Institute «Matica Hrvatska».
Tomislav sunicena - Croatian-American political scientist, sociologist, geopolitics, culture expert,
publicist, Head of Culture at the Croatian Embassy in Denmark (Copenhagen). Radical critic of
globalism.
C

Slovakia
Prime Minister Robert Fico and his entourage. Tuned to a rapprochement with Russia. "Smer" ("Direction - Social Democracy") - levopopulistskaya party of Prime Minister Robert Fico
Ian Charnogursky first pre Prime Minister of independent Slovakia, Russian President-Slovak society
in Bratislava.
Sergeĭ Khelemendik, former MP from Slovakia Slovak National Prato. Russian-Slovak political scientist
and publicist. Resides in Bratislava.
"The Slovak National Party of Jan Slota (positively disposed toward Russia).
Serbia
Vojislav Kostunica, a former president of Serbia
Newspaper "Geopolitics". She has reported on major events in the field of foreign policy in a
patriotic, Eurasian key. Editor in Chief - Slobodan Urich.
Mila Aleksic-Nikolic - head Sebskogo movement in Europe,
Yves Bataille - French journalist, political scientist, lives and works in Serbia
Stevan -politolog Gajić, director of the Center for European Studies (Belgrade).
Movement "Doors Srpske". Ideology - anti-globalization, social conservatism. In favor of the Eurasian
integration in Serbia. Young and promising, the conservative movement.
Vјekoslav Tserovina.Serbskoe OUR popular movement. Coordinator -motions aims - to promote the
concept of Eurasian integration in cooperation with the leading Russian intellectuals. The political

program of the movement is based on the idea of Eurasian integration of Serbia and based on the
ideas of the International Eurasian Movement.
http://nasisrbija.org/
Dragan Stanojevic - Chairman of the Serbian diaspora in Eurasia.
Alexander Protic - Belgrade Syndicate publisher.
Greece
Dimitris Konstantakopulos - Greek writer and journalist, dealing with international relations. Served
as special advisor to the Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou of Greece on East-West relations and
arms control. Member of the editorial committee of the international periodical "Critical Utopia»
(Utopie Critique) and the Scientific Council of the French periodical "Free Thought» (La pensee libre).
Party "Syriza" ("Coalition of the Radical Left") (2nd place in the Greek Parliament)
Mikos Theodorakis - the famous Greek composer and social activist, a veteran of the Greek
Resistance. The creator of the independence movement of citizens "Spark". Pro-Russian, antiAmerican, anti-imperialist views.
Alexis Tsitras - The head of the party "Siris", the leader of the Greek opposition
Lebanon
Rodrigo Khoury - Leader of the "East" (the first orthodox party in the Middle East).
Nicholas Corwin - close to the leadership Hezbalah philosopher
Ahmad Haj Ali - communication group "Al Manar".C
Italy
Claudio Mutti, publisher of geopolitical magazine "Eurasia" (Ch. Claudio Mutti editor)
Orazio Nyeri - political scientist, geopolitics, leader of the "Millennium", Ch. editor of "Nomos".
Giulietto Chiesa - ex-deputy Evropalamenta journalist
Massimo Fini - the famous Italian journalist, critic the current situation of the European Union, the
critic of American hegemony.
Ermanno Vizintayner - political scientist, an expert on post-Soviet space and the Eurasian integration.
Daniele Ladzeri - co-director of the analytical center of Vox Populi, economist
Tiberio Gratsiani- president of the Institute of Geopolitics and the Graduate School of Applied
Sciences (Italy). In favor of the Eurasian integration.
Stefano Bonilauri - journalist, political scientist, political activist. One of the leaders of the leftpatriotic, Eurasian Italian organization Stato e Potenza. Stato e Potenza - left-patriotic Italian
organization, is on the Eurasian positions; Fiamma Tricolore - evroskeptitsistskaya tpoliticheskaya
party adheres antiamerikanistskogo course;
Daniele Scalea - Journal of Geopolitics.
Ali Mansur - political scientist, Trieste
Yahya Pallavicini - philosopher, writer, Sheikh Sufi Order Shadiliyya

Germany

Jurgen Elsasser - editor of "Compact"
Manuel Ohzenrayter - editor of "Zuerst"
Felix Allemand - antiglobalist blogger.
Raymond Kramer - Welt Trends magazine. The center-left.
Chile
Daniel Ortiz - right antigobalisty
Jose Subikueta - leftist activist, a political scientist.
Malaysia

Sheikh Imran Nazar Hussain (Kuala Lumpur) - scientist, writer, thinker, an expert on Islamic
eschatology, philosophy, political science, international relations. Belongs to the influential Sufi order
Qadiriyya. Imran Hussain is widely known as a preacher and lecturer in colleges, universities,
community organizations and mosques in the United States and Canada. He regularly gives lectures
on Islam in Christian churches and synagogues.

Next:
C

There are similar opportunities in the United States, Brazil, Portugal, Spain, Iran, India, Sweden,
Norway, Belgium, Switzerland, England, Bulgaria, Canada, etc.

